2020 Electric Bass Angling National Champions
have been crowned!
Kevin Hollasch and Matt Elliott,
members of the Baltimore Metro Reservoir
Anglers club, are the 2020 Electric Bass
Angling National Champions.
The team of Kevin Hollasch and Matt
Elliott has accomplished an astonishing feat.
Defying all odds, Matt and Kevin won every
single one of the five EBANC events that were
held by the Baltimore Metro Reservoir Anglers
club. This is a club that had 28 registered
teams in 2020, many of whom are reservoir
rock stars, with multiple decades of
tournament angling experience.
Hollasch and Elliott finished the EBANC
season with a perfect 500 championship points.
In addition, Kevin and Matt had an average
bag weight of 16.782 pounds per tournament
win, with a 5 fish limit. Our champions, Kevin
and Matt, had a weight dominance of 1.52362,
meaning their total weight for the season was
more than 50% heavier than the average total
season weights of the top 15 teams in their
club. This was all accomplished in a club that
has never before (in decades of competition)
had a team achieve a perfect record.
Congratulations Champs for an excellent
season!
Second Place in the 2020 EBANC goes to
the team of Aaron Bland and Jason Brown.
Aaron and Jason, fishing in the Dahlonega Jon
Boat Anglers, amassed 491 EBANC
championship points. Their average weight per
tournament was 8.198 pounds, with a large
weight dominance of 1.50847 compared to the
top 15 teams in DJBA.

Third Place in the 2020 EBANC was
grabbed by the team of Chad Wisner and
Mark Onheisor.
Chad and Mark, members of the Electric
Bass Anglers club of Baltimore Maryland,
scored 490 EBANC championship points.
Their average weight per tournament was
13.038 pounds, with a decisive weight
dominance of 1.66903, compared to the top
15 teams
in EBA.
The 2020 season was a difficult one for
all bass tournament clubs. There was some
concern that the annual EBANC may not be
possible in 2020. To the previously
participating clubs that were unable provide
results in 2020, we look forward to your
future participation. With determination and
a little bit of scheduling flexibility, EBANC
was happy to have nearly 400 anglers in this
championship year.
Congratulations again to:
Champions Matt Elliott & Kevin Hollasch,
Runners-up Aaron Bland & Jason Brown, &
Third place Chad Wisner & Mark Onheisor.
Great job! Thanks to all participating clubs.
Our sincere thanks go out to Elco Motor
Yachts, LLC for their sponsorship, and for
their leadership in providing excellent
electric propulsion for the marine industry.
Thanks to Baltimore Metro Reservoir
Anglers, LLC for hosting the Annual event.
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